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Rumi Journal
The marriage of words and images creates a multidimensional experience
for the reader, both physical and emotional. As you connect with the
visual three dimensional form, you simultaneously align with the
feelings that will carry you to a place of being one with the letters
and words. A place where there is no separation between poet, artist
and you. What you experience through this book is meant to be repeated
and appreciated many times. The intent is to provide you a holistic,
ongoing moment that will touch on all levels, from the heart of the
authors to your heart. The thoughts, emotions and feelings expressed
in the words and in the art are there for you to savor and enjoy and
share with someone you love, especially yourself. May this book lead
you to explore your heart and the depth of your soul, as you let love
be the magic that opens the unknown.

Crystal Mandala Oracle
Dial into your cosmic inner support system with this comprehensive
reference to the numbers in your life. This unique resource of 1111
paradigm-shifting messages connects you to supportive insight and
uplifting wisdom. Discover the sacred meaning of the numbers you
encounter every day and access the love, guidance, reassurance and
inspiration the Universe is sending you. Anytime you have a question,
center yourself in your heart, flip to a random page and read your
answer.

Rumi Tarot
Stunningly illustrated set of oracle cards that deliver powerful
messages of love, healing and protection to a new generation. From the
author of The Oracle Tarot, Magical Spell Cards and White Magic. As
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Above, So Below CD also available.

Love Your Inner Goddess
Isis Oracle
A Daily Source of Prophetic Inspiration Open this book and find the
prophetic answers you’re seeking, or simply an added dose of
inspiration for your day. The written version of a magic 8 ball. Have
an urgent question? A pressing need? A probing thought? Focus intently
on it, flip the pages of this book, and stop the page with your
finger. Read the words before you—the results are surprising and
satisfactory! Words from the greats. Author Cerridwen Greenleaf, a
writing instructor and medieval scholar, has collected quotes from
some of the most renowned thinkers, philosophers, poets, and writers
of all time. Find excerpts from a number of poets, from William
Shakespeare to Emily Dickinson, Rumi to J.R.R. Tolkien. Crystal ball
gazing can be intriguing, but nothing is as clear as the written word!
Invite peace into your day. Taking a moment to pause and reflect on
inspiring words can have a significant impact on your day. This oracle
in book form offers you a chance to meditate and forecast your future,
and it opens the door for peace to flood in. As the author of a number
of books on mysticism, Greenleaf employs the ancient arts of
divination and clairomancy in this book to provide guidance, encourage
spirituality, and inspire meditation. With this book, she provides
readers with an opportunity to cast a simple spell: one of peace,
revelation, and mindfulness. Open The Magic Oracle Book and it will
reveal A prophetic tool and a source of inspiration for every day
Answers for questions that encourage further contemplation and selfdiscovery A mindful companion, made up of words from great poets and
writers, for your journey into a deeper spirituality If other
mysticism and mindfulness books have intrigued you, such as The Only
Astrology Book You’ll Ever Need, The Golden Book of Fortune-Telling,
and The Practical Witch’s Spellbook, then Cerridwen Greenleaf’s The
Magic Oracle Book should be next on your list!

Get Over It!
Messenger Oracle
Live your own unique, inspired life and share your light with the
world as a sacred offering. This oracle deck is filled with striking
imagery and beautiful heartfelt guidance to support you in awakening
your sacred, rebellious heart. Celebrate and nurture your
individuality. Become fully alive and express your authentic truths.
Use these cards to gain trust in your own uniqueness and honor your
creative power!
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Crystal Angels 444
Kuan Yin Oracle
Learn the universal wisdom encoded in the study of the stars: A
7,000-year-old science is distilled into a 44-card set and an
accompanying booklet for easy-to-understand guidance. Covering all the
basics from body types, signs, and houses, this deck helps you
identify how your body type relates to your personality and your
character strengths, and reveals whether it is the willful Sun,
nurturing Moon, or expansive Jupiter that rules you. Accessible and
easy to use, this deck will enable you to open the door to the ancient
wisdom of Vedic astrology within minutes. Vedic astrology, also known
as Jyotish, or the science of light, can help you understand aspects
of your essential self and your relationship to the world. The Vedic
Astrology Deck, which organizes this ancient science in an
approachable way, helps you develop the ability to identify some of
the core components that make up the Vedic astrological system, as
well as begin to read your own horoscope and those of others. The deck
and accompanying booklet reveal your unique relationship to the
planets that influence your personality, mind, and soul and guide you
in all matters of life, from career to love to health.

Goddess Power Oracle
With the help of these 44 oracle cards, you can have a deeply personal
relationship with the amazing fairy realm and with the help of the
enclosed guidebook; you'll learn how to give yourself and your loved
ones accurate and helpful readings.

JOURNEY OF LOVE
Lightworker Oracle
Centered on the Qabbalistic Tree of Life, this symbolism clearly
explores the Minor Arcana as a representation of the four components
of life: spirit, emotion, intellect, andbody; while it reveals the
Major Arcana to be the keys to our emotional response patterns to the
symbolic universe in which we live. Includes seven monthly
meditations, individual readings, and layouts.

The Journey Oracle
In 1994, the Italian National Library discovered a missing manuscript
believed to have been the work of Nostradamus. Here, John Matthews and
Wil Kinghan bring to life the ultimate oracle from the world's primary
prognosicator.
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The Lost Tarot of Nostradamus
This book holds the key to decoding the secret messages in the numbers
you notice around you--those repeating patterns on your phone, alarm,
computer screen, or the digital clock in your car, and even in
significant dates, your house number or the number plates on the cars
you drive past. These are messages that the Universe wants to get
through to you--to help you grow and live a happier, more connected
and fulfilling life. Are you ready to hear them? It's easy! Let this
super-practical guidebook help you interpret the messages in the
numbers so you can receive the guidance that is meant for you.
Features simple guided meditative processes and sacred geometry images
to help you connect energetically with each number's vibration.

Angelic Lightwork
Vedic Astrology Deck
Learn how to attract angelic energy and create magic, healing, love,
and light. This book shows how to connect to the powerful and
beautiful sacred practices of angelic lightwork. Even if you're an
absolute beginner, you can recover your heart connection with the
angels, awaken your inner healing channel, and transform your life
with loving spiritual energy. Join bestselling author Alana Fairchild
as she explores the nature and types of angels and reveals simple and
effective practices of angelic lightwork. You will discover how
certain words, intentions, visualizations, and movements can manifest
your heart's desires and awaken positive energy that brings benefits
to all. Now is the time to invite the angels to empower your sacred
creativity as a healing light in our world.

The Faerie Guidance Oracle
Divine Circus Oracle
Wild Kuan Yin Oracle
The Magic Oracle Book
Why am I here and what have I done of worth? Find these answers as you
explore emotions, fears, hopes, and self-realizations with this
46-card oracle depicting beautiful and strong women representing
everyday issues. Improve yourself, day-by-day, as you find answers to
doubts in your heart or struggles along your path by allowing the
oracle to help you see where you were, where you are now, and where
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you may be going. As you journey, you will find that though our paths
may not look the same, we are all seeking the same truths. But your
journey, through these cards, will reflect your personal pathway to
those truths. Whether the cards advise you to "Stand up, dig your
heels in, and fight back" or that "Even on the dreariest day, the sun
is still there behind the clouds," you will feel the pull of your
heart strings as you warm to the beat of a journey meant only for you.

Rumi Oracle
11. 11 Oracle Book
Messages in the Numbers
This is a Twin Flame Angel Oracle book. It is a book from the heart of
the divine. Almost 200 channeled messages from the angelic group Ray,
to tell that You can never be separated from Love. You are Love. You
can use the book for oracle readings or for daily guidance and
meditation. Each and every message will always resonate with you at
the core and guide you back to your true essence, which is Love.

The Hero's Journey Dream Oracle
helps you discover new ways to attract and build stronger loving
relationships. Includes a 50 card deck and guidebook.

Energy Oracle Cards
Soulful Woman Guidance Cards
Große Göttinnen aus allen Kulturkreisen bevölkern die Großen Arkana.
Die Farben der Kleinen Arkana sind jeweils einer Göttin gewidmet: Die
Kelche der römischen Liebesgöttin Venus, die Schwerter der Isis, die
Münzen der hinduistischen Göttin des Glücks Lakshmi und die Stäbe
schließlich der nordischen Göttin der Kreativität und Schönheit Freya.

Gypsy Oracle Cards
Oracle card set comprising 45 full color beautiful reproductions of
paintings and drawings by Toni Carmine Salerno and a 72-page
accompanying guidebook packaged in a hard cover box.

Tarot of the Spirit
Evoking another time and place, this reproduction of a nineteenthcentury deck characterizes a bygone era, while offering old-fashioned
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guidance and wisdom.

Magdalene Oracle
Wander through the garden of divine love, tread the sacred path of the
Sufi, and behold the spiritual reality of divine beauty with every
step. A beloved saint, teacher, and poet of the Sufi tradition, Rumi
celebrated love and its ability to set the soul to flight. Let
yourself be transported by Rumi's sublime poetry and the enchantingly
exotic imagery of this tarot kit—and seek your own spiritual bliss.
This mystical tarot deck beautifully combines Nigel Jackson's original
artwork with the inspirational writings of Rumi, depicting the soul's
journey toward ultimate truth. The Rumi Tarot Kit includes: ~
Mesmerizing artwork, based on the Rider-Waite tradition, that captures
the mystery and opulence of the Orient ~ Suggested tarot card layouts,
spreads, and an in-depth historical background of the Sufi tradition ~
Clear instructions for using this tarot deck for divination,
meditation, visualization, and chanting "An important addition to the
tarot world, not only because of the vivid imagery but because of the
thoroughness of the background information."--Bonnie Cehovet

Whispers of Lord Ganesha
Crystal Angels 444 provides a truly unique approach to crystal
healing, combining the natural healing properties of each crystal and
its "crystal angel" or "spirit" with divine guidance channeled from
heavenly angels such as Archangels Raphael, Gabriel, Metatron, and
Melchizedek. Together they help you bring your spirit and body
together as one and live with more peace and prosperity, passion and
purpose. Each chapter deals with a powerful precious stone and its
heavenly angel and features a range of sacred rituals and processes to
help you harness the healing potential of that stone and deepen your
connection with yourself and the divine guidance supporting you.

The TWIN FLAME ANGEL ORACLE Book
Your guardian faeries are only moments away from inspiring you on your
life path. What are you waiting for? The beautifully crafted Faerie
Guidance Oracle can help you connect with powerful nature spirits for
help along the path of self-discovery. Each enchanting card represents
an essential ingredient for self-enrichment—clarity, choice,
creativity, love, passion, transformation, opportunity, and more.
Delightful watercolor illustrations make it easy to engage with each
faerie's positive energy. Use this fun and creative tool to access
hidden talents, gain new perspectives, solve problems, and guide you
toward the future you've always wanted.

Oracle of the Dragonfae
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Rumi speaks a sacred language that we understand withour hearts rather
than our minds. He knows the heart isthe gateway to divine union and
he doesn't want you toplay small this lifetime. He encourages humanity
to liveand love with absolute surrender, abandon and willingness to
accept the mysteries of life.Whether you have studied his poetry for
years or are drawn to him only now, this oracle deck willstrengthen
and illuminate your connection with this beautiful and powerful soul
who loves you with afierce passion.Rumi has a heart so open that the
entire world that he loves so dearly can easily be held within it. His
is apath of love. To dance in divine love with him, you need only be
willing to enter your own heart. May theblessings of this spiritual
brother lead you into the bliss of your own divine heart-centred
nature.Features 44 cards and 204-page guidebook, packaged ina hardcover box set.

Gaia Oracle
The Energy Oracle Cardsare designed to reveal both the present energy
you project and the results you are likely to attract. The unlimited
power of your own consciousness is a vital force that moves through
the Universe and plants the seeds of your destiny far and wide. These
easy-to-use cards will help you to understand what your consciousness
is creating, as well as reveal any hidden blocks that may be delaying
your progress. The information they bring will empower and inspire
you, for it comes from heavenly messengers, friends from the spirit
realm, and your own higher self. All that you need is available to
you, so let your intuition soar. Listen to the messages they bring and
take your life to wonderful new heights!

Dark Goddess Tarot
Far back in time, light from the underlying fabric of creation burst
forth creating the super-luminous event through which our Universe was
born. Time began its endless journey through ever-expanding space. The
early universe was simply a sea of particles floating through space
and time. But life's invisible wheels were already in motion and over
time the sea of particles became a sea of stars from which Gaia, our
Earth, was born - a living, breathing entity - our Goddess, our Mother
and our reflection. The Gaia Oracle, a beautiful new oracle set from
bestselling artist Toni Carmine Salerno, consists of 45 richly
illustrated cards designed to point you in love's direction and help
you find the answers you seek.

Whispers of Love
"When individuals are suffering through unpleasant or undesirable
situations and circumstances, they are often unaware of how they
participate in creating or re-creating their experience. In severe
cases, there is addiction or suffering. Frequently, my first attempt
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at offering suffering individuals another way of seeing their
experience is met with fierce resistance, which I call "the fight to
be right." Often people unwittingly fight to maintain ownership of the
very limitations that cause their suffering. Unfortunately, while
fighting for their limitations, most fail to realize this is not a
fight they want to win. Rather than engage them in a mental or
emotional sparring match, I ask one simple question: "What is your
prayer?" When an individual seriously contemplates this question,
stories about how pain and suffering should or can be tolerated begin
to recede. The ego has very few arguments that can survive the power
of an earnest and heartfelt prayer."--

Whispers of Lord Ganesha Journal
Lord Ganesha is the elephant-headed deity of the Hindu pantheon,
called upon for assistance with the beginning of new projects and
helping to remove obstacles that might show up in your path. This
deluxe illustrated journal features Ganesha-inspired musings from
bestselling author and spiritual teacher, Angela Hartfield, as well as
quotes from renowned Hindu scriptures to help you to express your
inner-most thoughts, count your multitude of blessings and work on
clearing any creative or emotional blocks that hold you back from
fulfilling your true potential.Ekaterina Golovanova's vibrant Ganesha
artworks are interspersed throughout, offering a powerful way to
connect with this spiritual guide's jovial and uplifting energy. As
you explore your journaling practice and nurture your connection with
LordGanesha, may your love of self deepen and your confidence grow
ever greater.Features cream-coloured premium quality wood-free paper,
with a combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write,
doodle, paint or draw.220 pages, deluxe soft cover with fold-in
flaps.FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS!

The Akashic Tarot
The Goddess Tarot
Awaken your divine feminine spirit with these fun and quick techniques
to nourish your soul and enhance your emotional outlook. This book
includes an audio CD with five uplifting goddess dance tracks and five
empowering goddess meditations to celebrate the goddess within you.
Padded hardcover color book *⊂ 48 pp. *⊂ Audio CD

Healing With the Fairies
78 card tarot deck with a powerful female figure depicted on each
card. In a two-part box with a 28 page booklet.

Sacred Rebels Oracle
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There was a time when humankind moved in harmony with the seasons and
cycles of life. This deck is for those who yearn to re-ignite their
connection with Gaia, the natural world, and its creatures.
TheMessenger Oracle is infused with the magic of ancient dragons,
elemental fae, mystical trees, and their wild animal kin. These
messengers can guide us back to our true nature and power and help us
reconnect with and express our innermost truth.
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